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1- My friend works for the Employment Bureau. 'Bureau' means…………….. .
1. job

2. office

3. work

4. person

2- He is very forceful in getting what he wants. 'Forceful' means…………. .
1. lazy

2. noisy

3. powerless

4. powerful

3- The person who tries to reach agreement by discussion is called……………. .
1. trader

2. producer

3. customer

4. negotiator

4- Different types of organizations may demand different types of leaders. demand

means......................
1. need

2. reject

3. stop

4. give

5- Oppenheimer taught theore$cal …….........….at the University of California at Berkley during 1930s.
1. biology

2. physics

3. business

4. commerce

6- He can be………............……by the need for more money.
1. motivate

2. motivation

3. motivated

4. motivational

7- An individual who is employed to coordinate the activities of others, often known as first-line

manager, is called……............… .
1. reader

2. worker

3. supervisor

4. janitor

8- We can define communication as a process that involves the creation and interpretation of

messages whose meanings depend on how they are ……........................................…………..
1. received & understood

2. failed & rejected

3. rejected & received

4. received & misunderstood

9- Communication involves the transmission of ………..............information – and much more.
1. irrelevant

2. irregular

3. regular

4. relevant

10- All the people that can vote in an election are called………… .

1. visitors
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2. electorate

3. politicians
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4. consultants
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11- ……......…officials have less power and authority than high ranking administrators. They are in the

secondary rank of importance.
1. poetry

2. lever

3. Petty

4. clever

12- Analogy is a form of reasoning in which one thing is concluded to be……….............….to another

thing.
1. similar

2. varied

3. diverse

4. different

13- The type of validity which is evaluated by showing how well test scores correspond to measures of

criterion performance or status of the same time is called"………...........…validity" .
1. content

2. construct

3. predictive

4. concurrent

14- A……........……is a form of employment, especially one that is respected in society as honourable.
1. process

2. session

3. profession

4. fashion

15- The central measurement problems of any social science discipline are those of reliability

and……............…… .
1. variety

2. valuating

3. variability

4. validity

16- Hence, rather than the range of +1.0 to -1.0, we can have +0.70 to -0.70. 'Rather than'

means………… .
1. besides

2. instead of

3. because of

4. in addition to

17- Since his subordinates did not know what he thought, they could not do what he wanted.

'Subordinates' mean……….. .
1. 

2. 



3.  

4.   

18- Harold Wilensky differentiates between the transmission of data and the intelligence process.

'Differentiates' means…….. .
1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

19- The chairman says we have a lengthy agenda this afternoon. 'Agenda' means……….. .
1.  !

2. "  !

3. !

 

4. # ! $%

20- Temperature was a variable in our experiment. 'Variable' means…………. .
1. &
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2. '

3. (
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